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Editors Ramblings
“Computer Says No” said the lady at the Easyjet

check-in desk - “You’re not showing as being booked

on this flight”. Great - just what you need with 4

hours sleep and a stonking hangover; a bun-fight

with the check-in desk for the flight home. Lots of

random thoughts - “had I not booked my return?”,

“how the hell would I get back in time for work on

Monday?”, “My head hurts”, “that’ll be the Duckhams

then” “another day on Poetto Beach & the Twist Bar

- wicked!!”. Eventually after much kerfuflle Stelios’

mob managed to pull their fingers out and ensure I

got onto the flight home, whereupon they’d com-

pletely run out of inflight catering - bang goes the

bacon buttie. Oh drat thought I (or words to that

effect!)

Still if that was the only downside on an otherwise

excellent European Champs then I’d take it  If you

missed out then look at the photos - a great sailing

area, relatively easy launching, a couple of days of

strong winds followed by three days or lighter winds

meant that racing went down to the wire with anyone

of 5 boats being able to win the champs on the last

day. YC Cagliari did a great job, so many thanks to

them but especially to Bernedetto for his hard work

in pulling everything together.  Cagliari itself was an

interesting and diverse city, with culture dating back

to Roman times, great bars, happening nightspots

and one of the best ‘city beaches’ in the Med.

With 12 of the top 15 boats at the Europeans commit-

ting to coming to the Nationals, and with many

‘seasoned pros’ looking to get back into the boat for

a run at the Abersoch champs then it promises to be

one of the best Nationals for a while. If you still need

details then please look elsewhere in 4Play, and at

the website nationals page. If you have a boat and

are not doing the nationals then please get in contact

via the chat page, and arrange to lend/charter your

boat as they are much in demand. Amongst those

looking to borrow boats are former European Cham-

pion James Barker, teaming up with old 4K hand Alex

Stothert, Craig Hepplewhite & Ben Schooling (2nd ‘06

Europeans) and several others.

The UK series was a bit mixed this year, following on

from 3 great events at the end of last year, including

a Hayling Hurricane, this season we were largely

blessed by light winds, and indeed lost 3 days racing

to adverse weather, a first in over 5 years that I have

been doing the UK series events - global warming

anyone?

Talking of the UK series, the events crew Jody &

Emma Warner, Adam Ballard and Paul Mander want

to step down from organising events at this years

AGM.  Also looking to move to the side benches is

Huw Powell (Measurer), so if you’d be interested in

taking over any of those roles then please speak to

the relevant people to find out more about the work

involved or email events@laser4000.org.uk for the

events or measurer@laser4000.org.uk  for the meas-

urement role

I’d like to remind people that the AGM is taking place

at the nationals on Monday 30th July at 18:00 in the

wet bar (top floor) of the clubhouse at SCYC. Please

come along to find out more about our plans for next

season - in the past those not attending have had

their arms twisted to stand for positions on the

committee, so be there or be square.

See you on in Abersoch

Greg
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National Champs SCYC, Abersoch, N. Wales 28 July - 1 Aug Confirmed

UK Series Round 1 Hayling Island (Hants) 8-9 Sept Confirmed

Tide Ride Hayling Island (Hants) 15-17 Sept Confirmed

UK Series Round 2 Rutland SC (Leics) 13-14 Oct Confirmed

UK Series Round 3 & End
of Term Party

Weymouth (WPNSA - Dorset) 27-28 Oct Confirmed

Calendar 2007

Hayling Island Tide Ride

The Tide Ride is a madcap shortcourse event dreamed up by Hayling Island SC and run by them on an

annual basis, with boats from a number of skiff classes such as International 14’s, RS800s and then show-

downs between similar boats such as RS700 and Musto Skiffs. As this event is the weekend after our open

meeting, it really won’t be hard to attend both events as you can leave the boat down their for the week.

There’s often sponsorship from the likes of Holt and others, and given that there’s loads of sailors from

other classes around then it would be

GREAT FOR THE CLASS IF WE HAD A GOOD TURN OUT

Why not give it a go? Please see the chat forum for more info

Important Notes

· UK Series for 2007/8 runs from Nationals 2007 through to Nationals 2008.  Probably 4 events from
8 to count.

· All UK series events will have a 1st start no earlier than 12:00 on the Saturday. Some of these
events may be shared with other classes in which case we will have our own class start.

· Please keep an eye on the website for the latest information on events, including accommodation
information, social plans etc

Sailboat Deliveries Ltd

Big thanks to Sailboat Deliveries Ltd for providing the

on the water action shots from the Europeans

(including the cover photo). But more importantly

the delivered all the boats safely there and back. So

if you want to get to Garda the easy way in 2008,

then book with Sailboat Deliveries, and let them take

the load on one of the multi-stack trailers (see right!)
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Nationals 2007 - SCYC, Abersoch, North Wales
It’s a return to Abersoch for the 4K fleet, having last visited in 1997 to this gorgeous part of N. Wales. If you

haven’t been to Abersoch before then you’re in for a treat. We’re being hosted by SCYC (www.scyc.co.uk)

who have a track record of successfully running major championships year in year out. Last year they ran

the 107 boat Firefly champs and the 60 boat SB3 Nats, both of which were blessed with strong breezes

(although it was a bit too windy for the SB3 on their trip back to Pwllheli, but they’ve assured us that the

fleets’ donations to the RNLI were substantial!)

Key Facts: -

· SCYC is located on the Leyn Pensinula

· N. Wales on an E. Facing bay, which means

that generally the water should be a bit flatter

than Rock!

· Event Dates are 28/7-1/8, which is a Sat-Wed

format, but the week before is Abersoch

Dinghy Week, also run by SCYC and is a good

fun friendly sailing week.

· Abersoch is a very popular summer holiday

location (particularly with our friends in the

North) and therefore you need to book your

accommodation early - there’s a range of

guest houses and B&B’s. Abersoch is a ‘park

the car for the duration venue’ so you want to

be nearish the club, anywhere within a short

walk of the Vaynol (pub) would be good.

· Launching is easy but it’s a sandy beach so

bring your flip flops and buckets and spades!

· There’s lots and lots to do in the area includ-

ing beach games, long walks, surfing at hells

Top: Beach Scene from Firefly Nationals

Photo © Paul Jenkins WKSC

Below: Firefly Sailors Beach Party

mouth, windsurfing off the main beach and others, so bring the toy cabinet and stay for a week

· We are sharing the event with the Laser 2000 fleet, which judging by Rutland should enable some

successful inter-fleet social mixing!!

· Try http://www.abersoch.co.uk/accommodation/agencies.htm  for more details of accomodation

In terms of getting there then it’s 2 hours drive along the North Wales Coast from Chester - there are

other routes but if you like to tow fast this is the way to go. Try and avoid leaving London at 3pm on

the Friday though as it will take all night due to summer holiday traffic!!
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(1) Huw Powell & Kevin ‘Shoes’ tuck in

Caption Competition
You know the score - visit the chat page and post your wittiest caption to these photos.

(2) Dinghy Park Unloading Fun

(3) The Chairman in Action!
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Euro Champs, YC Cagliari

Sardinia - 19-22 June ‘07
Day 1 of the Laser 4000 European Championships

dawned overcast and light winds, however following

the decision of the 38 boat fleet to put the start back

to 12:00, the breeze arrived as we went afloat.

Eventually a solid 14-16 knot SE breeze kicked in,

together with 3-4 feet swell this led to some enjoya-

ble downwind surfing, made even more rewarding by

the race officer setting a course length of at least

twice that what the British contingent were used too.

Race 1 and some blotted their copybooks by popping

in for an early OCS. Greg Eaton & Nick Alp (Littleton)

and the reigning European Champions John Wilson &

James Barker (RYA) were amongst those who suf-

fered the curse of the X flag, however Eaton/Alp went

round then ends and eventually recovered to a cred-

itable 7th. At the front of the fleet the battle for the

major placings turned into a win for Chris Webber &

David Steed (O&CSS) who won from Hugh Watson &

Susannah Bickford and Peter Barton & Simon Knatch-

bull (Royal Lymington).

Race 2 and the majority of the fleet had figured that

right paid upwind and the same side downwind. With

much place changing at the top, eventually

Webber/Steed won from Barton/Knatchbull and

Wilson/Barker.  Race 3 was lead by Doug & Hilary

Baker (HISC) shortly after the windward mark when

Barton/Knatchbull knotted their kite halyard, however

in the tricky, slightly softening conditions they

dropped out of contention by falling into a large hole

on the last run. Wilson/Barker finally proved that all

that time in the 49er paid off by nailing the bullet

closing followed by Webber/Steed and

Barton/Knatchbull who by now had un-knotted their

kite.

Day 2 was lighter with a maximum of 10 knots of

wind for both races which proved to be extremely

challenging for all competitors. On some of the races

it was ‘just boatspeed’ but when the wind starting

fluctuating hard over the 2 mile beats set by the

Greek Race Officer, then it was a real ‘heads out of

the boat’ conditions. Race 5 was notable for the first

appearance in the top 5 of an Italian boat, Massimo

Canese and Gilulia Cerino taking that spot.

Day 3 had a big impact on the overall results; in race

6 the leaders of the championships at the time

Webber/Steed rounding the leeward mark of the last

beat in second place and looking good to add to

1,1,2,1,9 scoreline they were holding at the time. The

wind gods had a different view however, and the

breeze dropped down to 2-3 knots, with first the left

then the right looking favoured. Webber/Steed went

up the middle to keep an eye on their major threats,

and Barton/Knatchbull managed to read the vagaries

of the wind correctly to sneak into first. Eventually

Webber/Steed crossed the line in 8th place. Their day

went from bad to worse when the third race of the

day was abandoned close to the leeward mark with

them in first and Barton/Knatchbull no better than 7th.

Day 4 dawned to no wind and over-cast conditions,

but eventually it cleared up enough to allow racing in

5-8 knots from the South East. With any of 5 boats

capable of winning the championships –

Barton/Knatchbull, Webber/Steed, Watson/Bickford,

Wilson/Barker and the fast improving Cotgrove/Gotts

(HISC), it would prove to be another tense day on the

water. The start of race 8 was particularly competitive

and 6 out of the top 8 boats were counted OCS, with

the win going to Wilson/Barker closely followed by

Jody & Emma Warner (RYA).
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Going into the final race, the overall points were level between Barton/Knatchbull and Webber/Steed, and

with both being experienced team-racers the match racing was put on hold in favour of a straight race to

the first mark. Barton/Knatchbull rounded first with Webber/Steed second, and despite some tricky moments

they managed to control their opponents around the course to cross the finish line second & third

respectively to win the European Championships for the second time.

The Laser 4000 UK Class would like to thank YC Cagliari for hosting such a great event, Benedetto Giallongo

for all his work in organising the event, and his wicked car sticker (see below) and Moby Lines & Sailboat

Deliveries Ltd for their assistance in getting all the boats safely to and from the event.

1 4462 Skifftastic.co.uk Peter Barton Simon Knatchbull Royal Lym YC

2 4423 Harry & Lulu Chris Webber David Steed O&CSS

3 4536 Innova Design Hugh Watson Susannah Bickford Pagham YC

4 4113 John Wilson James Barker RYA

5 4 Control Software Mark Cotgrove Ian Gotts HISC

6 4597 Huw Powell Kevin Barnard Red Wharf Bay

7 4552 Preferred IT Doug Baker Hilary Baker HISC

8 4582 Intelicoms Greg Eaton Nick Alp Littleton SC

9 4595 Giovanni Belviso Marco Tosi Italy

10 4625 Jody Warner Emma Warner RYA
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Capricious Cagliari

The dinghy park was setup

next to the slipway, perfect

for quickly cooling down at

the end of a days racing!

However a tricky offshore

localised thermal wind and

shallows until a good 100m

off the beach led to one or

two ‘hairy moments’ on the

way in and out, nailing a few

‘notable’s in the process

Chris Webber & David Steed (4223) show

their downwind style that lead them to a

second place finish overall (and just one

point from 1st!)

Amazing how strong that Sardinian Beer is!
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Capricious Cagliari Too

After their issues with ‘board retrieval in

Bandol (see Duckhams passim) then

John & James take their centreboard for

an early ‘test’ run off the edge of the

marina on the saturday

Bernedetto introduces the

club officials to the delights

of the Duckhams Dresses!

Pete & Simon collect their

well-deserved silverware!
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Capricious Cagliari Three

Day One Action - Hugh Watson /

Susannah Bickford chase Mark

Cotrgrove & Ian Gotts downhill

Chris & Suzanne Angell lead

a gaggle of boats in on the

Starboard layline

14536 Jon Modral & Mike Dakin

out-start the fleet, including

Wilson / Barker (4113) ,

Watson / Bickford (4536) ,

Barton / Knatchbull (4462)

Powell / ‘Shoes’ (4597)
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UK Series Results

Event 4 - Chew Valley Drifter

Well with light winds forecast and strong sunshine

everyone packed their books, sun screen and frisbees

ready for a little jaunt down to the SW to sail at Chew

Valley. After the fun and games of finding the lake

(hopping on the back of a covoy heading in the right

direction seems to work well)...we arrived to a flat

calm.

Lots of tea drinking and catching up on the fleet's

winter gossip ensued until eventually the race office

persuaded the fans to turn enough to have some

decent racing. Short start lines, a tight course in the

'windy' section of the lake and quite some traffic from

Isos and Buzzes was a bit of an eye opener for some.

Actually Jody & Emma Warner (RYA) should have

opened their eyes a little more to the 3 laps sign on

the committee boat - on leading the first race they

promptly handed the win to Huw Powell and Kevin

Barnard (Red Wharf Bay) by sailing for an imaginary

lap 4 rather than the finish - nothing quite like getting

that Duckhams nomination in early in the year.

Race 2 upset the scores a little with the top 3 from

the first race all fairly buried on the first beat, and it

was difficult to progress forward thereafter. Mark

Heather & Doug Warner (Wilsonian) romped into a

lead followed abley by James Bradbury & Erica Garner

using all their local knowledge; and showing the

benefits of their winter practice, John Reynolds &

Fran Howell (Grafham Water) were 3rd. Race 3 and

the breeze went left slightly, and with a tightly packed

start there were several ocs's. Al Hodgson & Kevin

Reed (Upton Warren) were the early leaders but

dropped out down the first run with other boats going

past on both sides. John & Fran sneaked into the lead

and then extended round the next two laps to win

from Greg Eaton & Nick Alp (Littleton) & Huw & Kevin.

Beer and FA Cup Football was the order of the early

evening and after a wicked curry from Chew's Caterer

then the fleet settled down to a range of amusing

past-times including golf, volleyball, pan-galactic in-

ter-fleet table-football challenge (won by the 4000's),

suspended pint racing and the awesome deckchair

mototorcyle darts, thus the fleet drank the bar out of

lager by 8:30 and all the spirits by midnight.

Suitably refreshed we awoke on Sunday to even

sketchier breeze and after yet more cups of tea and

re-reading of the sailing instructions the event

closed around noon and we all got lost in the coun-

tryside trying to find the way back to the M4.
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UK Series Results

Event 5 - Dangerous Datchet Duckpond

The racing here was so good, no-one could be both-

ered to write a report, so we haven’t got one.

Event 6 - Boisterous Broadstairs

On Saturday morning, despite the adverse weather

forecast 21 4000s (and 8 ISOs) arrived to a typically

warm reception from the event organisers at Broad-

stairs SC. After a gentle rig in the boat park the fleet

then settled down to an afternoon of tea drinking and

beach volleyball as the race office had no option but

to postpone racing due to regular squalls of 35 knots,

and eventually racing was canned for the day.

While the lack of racing on Saturday was a disap-

pointment, the fleet had some energy left to sample

Broadstairs now legendary hospitality, and even chal-

lenge the home team to a selection of evening drink-

ing games, with depth in numbers paying off for the

4000’s to take the title from the club members and

the ISO fleet.

Sunday dawned overcast, but with much less breeze.

The first of the shorter, half-hour races was started in

a slightly bumpy force 2 and a swift northerly current.

After 2 laps the race officer shortened the course to

see Mark Heather and Doug Horner (4637) having led

from the start, take line honours from George Harston

and Ed Clay (4358), with Derek Bretherton (making a

‘guest appearance after 3 years out) and Fran Howell

(4682) in third. The following race saw a change of

positions. Huw Powell and Kev 'Shoes' Barnard (4597)

found the form they were to keep and get the first of

an impressive four wins, which eventually won them

the event.

With the wind building steadily into the afternoon,

eventually reaching a draining force 5, race 4 provid-

ed the committee with a challenge in starting the

boats on a pin-biased line and a southerly tide. Not

one, but two recalls ensued, despite the black flag,

and four boats fell foul of their misplaced enthusi-

asms. The pin rescue boat seemed keen to get right

in amongst the action and penalise the culprits,

although ramming them side-on is perhaps taking it

a bit far! Despite the upsets, the finishing order

remained pretty consistent in the building breeze,

although the on-the-water action was far from a

walkover by any boat. Some close and exciting racing

developed with a few capsizes and mistakes marring

some otherwise competitive sailing.

Huw and Kev sailed an exceptional series to keep

ahead of Mark and Doug who finished runners up. Al

Hodgson and Kevin Reed came back from a disap-

pointing 8th in the 1st race to get a consistent set of

2, 3 and 4s which eventually got them the 3rd podium

spot. Another excellent event with everyone keen to

return next year and once again enjoy the clubs

exceptional hospitality
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UK Series Results

Event 6  - Glorious Grafham

21 Laser 4000s turned up for a weekends racing

alongside the Laser 2000 inlands and Laser Vagos.

With the weather forecast not looking promising and

with little or no wind the race officer did not hesitate

in postponing.

It wasn’t until 1600 that we managed to squeeze one

race. With the wind still being inconsistent the fleet

tried their best to avoid the wholes in the wind across

the race course. 1st to the windward mark was Chris

Webber and James Dickenson followed by Mark

Heather and Doug Horner. Downwind this turn

around with the leaders sailing into no wind allowing

the chasing pack lead by Hugh Watson and Susanna

Bickford to overtake. With positions changing at every

point of the course it was at last mark rounding that

saw Heather and Horner take advantage to lead Pete

Barton and Simon Knatchbull closely followed by

Watson and Bickford.

Sunday, again brought light winds but looked more

promising than Saturday morning. With the race

officer having the difficult job of setting the course in

the shifting and fickle winds racing got underway.

Rounding the windward mark for the 1st time again

saw Webber and Dickenson leading closely followed

by Barton and Knatchbull. With close racing between

the two Webber and Dickenson successfully managed

to defend their leading position to take the line

honours, closely followed by Barton and Knatchbull.

Locals John Reynolds and Fran Howell sailed into 3rd

however later found that they had missed the final

gate handing 3rd to Watson and Bickford.

Race 3 was much the same at the front of the fleet

with Webber and Barton battling for the front two

places. An excellently sail first and second beat put

Sarah Brewer and Rachel Franks right in contention

in the top 3. Crossing the line was Webber 1st, Barton

2nd and Brewer and Franks in 3rd.

Race 4, the final race. First to the windward mark was

Watson and Bickford closely followed was the battle

between Webber and Barton with Webber covering to

keep Barton behind. The finish saw Watson in 1st

with Webber in 2nd taking 1st overall and Barton 3rd

settling for 2nd overall.
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UK Series Results

Event 8  - Fabulous Felixstowe

The Laser 4000 Fleet met at Felixstowe Ferry SC over

the weekend of the 9/10th of June for the last

‘warm-up’ event before the 4000 Europeans, taking

place this year in Cagliari, Sardinia. The ‘Ferry greet-

ed all competitors with bright sunshine and promise

of a great weekend, and as usual they delivered in

spades.

Following a relaxing drive despite dodging ‘jumpers’

from the Orwell bridge and after a gentle sail out to

the start, the racing commenced with most of the

fleet taking advantage of the sun and light winds to

top up their tans before Sardinia!

Race one saw the first general recall of the day, but

with strong tides and light winds this set the pattern

for the event, as virtually every race would only get

away under black flag. Once off the off the start line

Chris Webber & Chris Read (O&CSS) sailed a great

race and got their first bullet, followed closely by

Hugh Watson and Susannah Bickford (Pagham) in

2nd and Huw Powell and Kevin ‘Shoes’ Barnard (Red

Wharf Bay) in 3rd.

Race 2 took a little while to commence but after 2

attempts the excitable fleet finally got it right; with a

pin end bias those who went left were ‘in the choco-

lates’, with Mark Heather and Doug Hornor

(Wilsonian) managing to keep ahead of the rest to

secured a win with Al Hodgson and Kevin Reed

(Upton Warren) a close 2nd place, and Greg Eaton

and Nick Alp (Littleton) 3rd.

Race 3 saw Hugh and Susannah back in the game

and from the starting blocks left the rest of the fleet

in their wake, Sue Ogg and Emma Shipstone (Corus)

successfully bagged their 2nd place early on whilst

the real battle was for 3rd place - Huw and Kevin &

Jody and Emma Warner (Chew Valley) continuously

changed positions during the race but it was the girls

that piped the boys right on the finish line. Dinner in

the club, was followed by an excellent live blues band,

“South of the Border” and after many more sherberts

the fleet retired to ‘Hotel du Canvas’ on the memorial

green.

Unfortunately day 2 was a none starter with no wind

and no sunshine to kick start a sea breeze a quick

decision was sensibly made by the race officer to call

it a day, leaving the fleet to pack the Sailboat Deliver-

ies’ trailers which had rolled into town ready for

Sardinia – we definitely gave the customers of the

‘Ferry Boat Inn’ something to watch whilst eating

their lunch.

Thanks go out to all at Felixstowe Ferry SC for having

us back and running a great event.
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1 4223 Chris Webber James Dickenson O&C SS 7

2 4597 Huw Powell Kevin ‘Shoes’ Barnard Red Wharf Bay 9

3 4636 Mark Heather Doug Horner Wilsonian SC 11

4 4682 Jon Reynolds Fran Howell Grafham Water 13

5 4582 Greg Eaton Nick Alp Littleton SC 16

6 4518 Hugh Watson Susannah Bickford Pagham YC 18

7 4038 Kevin Hodgson Al Reed Upton Warren 20

8 4052 Jody Warner Emma Warner NFA YC 21

Action from Felixstowe

  - Ladies on Tour

Left: 4625 - Jody & Emma Warner

Below: 4059 - Sue Ogg &  Emma Shipstone
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Where do you sail Yours?
If you look down the list of the UK Series results, then

one of the things that very notable is the number of

people that represent differing clubs. A few years

back we had larger fleets of active 4000 sailors at

places like Stokes Bay, Grafham, Datchet, Queen

Mary, Derwent Res, but one of the interesting things

is that nowadays 4000 racers seem to be more widely

spread, with smaller fleets or even ‘pockets’ of sailors

in different clubs.

Now we appreciate that appearance at a UK series

event is not unnecessarily indicative of an active club,

as many sailors enjoy club racing but don’t want the

hassle of doing open meetings, however it is interest-

ing to note that out of a total of 62 boats that

competed in the UK series, 30 were individual boats

from individual clubs - e.g. Littleton, Southwold,

Dalgety Bay, RORC, Island Barn. Of the key clubs

then the ones you might imagine are represented

several times in the results, namely Grafham, Rut-

land, Hayling Island and the infamous NFA YC - or

“No Fixed Abode” yacht club, i.e. where no sailing

club was declared on the entry form. If you are an

NFA’er then please note that under the RYA racing

rules that as well as being a member of the class

association, you need to be a member of a club or

personal member of the RYA in order to be able to

compete in UK series events.

What we’re interested in hearing about is the clubs

that have active fleets but not necessarily with sailors

that compete on the circuit. Initially we will just post

messages on a thread on the chat forum, however we

hope to make this more high-tech if we can get some

support from our web guru, Mr. Bradbury, so please

tell us where you sail yours - who knows we might

even come there for an open meeting next year!

A stocking tale
If you follow the ‘sailing industry news’ closely, you

may have heard off the demise of IYE or ‘International

Yacht Equipment’ which is no more. Apart from making

rubbish blocks for large cruising yachts they were

actually the manufacture or the 4000 rudder stock.

With them going to the wall then the Laser Centre have

had to find a replacement supplier. Pictured right is the

new style rudder stock as now supplied by Laser

centre.  Rather than a tubular rudder you’ll notice it

used a 2-part system that are bolted through on either

side of the stock and then taken forward to be joined

together. Note that the stock doesn’t ship with a tiller

extension which can lead to an interesting conversa-

tion at the check in desk if you haven’t got yours into

the boat before setting off to the Europeans!
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About 4Play
4Play is published by the Laser 4000 Class Association on an ad-hoc basis, basically when we’ve had enough

fun to knock some copy together. For more information on the class then please visit our website

www.laser4000.org.uk or to contact the editor with scandalous stories, top tips and other content then please

email 4play@laser4000.org.uk.  Please note that the opinions expressed here are the opinions of the

individual contributors and do not represent the official views of the class. For more information on the class

the please visit the website @

www.laser4000.org.uk

Photo Credits
Land based photos in this issue have been provided by various members of the class including the Editor

Water based action shots from the Europeans were provided by Sailboat Deliveries Ltd, and from Felixstowe

from Outdoor Adventures / David Robertson

Closing Shot

If you ever want a venue for a last night party then how about this place - on top of the town

with funky decor, great cocktails  and amazing views, and they even let in the 4k fleet!


